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1. Introduction 
The Frolicher spectral sequence consists of vector spaces {E/J(M)} that are assigned to each 
complex manifold M. In fact, there is a sequence of homomorphisms 
. . . - EP-r.e-1 (M) r 
& q.yJf> L.i+ q+‘.Y-‘+‘(M) _...+. . . . (1) 
such that d,’ = 0, and the groups E~;~(M) are isomorp hit to the cohomology groups of the 
sequence (1) (see [6]). For Y = 1 these groups coincide with the Dolbeault groups {HP,q(M)}, 
and the sequence of homomorphisms is 
. . . ----f fp.Y(M) Y_+ HPJ(M) ;) fp+“Y(M) -_3 . . . (2) 
Therefore, the Frolicher spectral sequence can be viewed as a generalization of the Dolbeault 
cohomology and of the operator a. 
’ Supported by Gobiemo-Vasco (Beta F.P.I.) 
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It is well-known that the Dolbeault groups are given by 
where 3 : AP*q(M) + A p@‘(M). In Section 2 we give a description of {E/J(M)} which 
generalizes (3), and of d, which generalizes (2). 
An important problem in complex manifold theory is to understand which compact com- 
plex manifolds M have E, psq(M) # EISq(M) (see [7, page 4441). Any such example cannot 
have a compatible Kahler metric or be a compact complex parallelizable nilmanifold, and must 
have complex dimension at least 3 (see, for example, [ 1, 10,121). The first manifolds for which 
E[‘q (M) # EPqq (M) were found in [2,3]. They are compact complex nilmanifolds M of com- 
plex dimension at least 4; each of these examples has the property that E3 (M) # Ez(M). Since 
these examples are compact nilmanifolds, they are never simply connected. H. Pittie [9] has found 
some compact simply connected examples; all of Pittie’s complex manifolds have much larger 
dimension than 4, the simplest of which is Spin(g). 
In the present paper, we construct he first examples known to the authors of compact complex 
manifolds of the lowest possible dimension for which the Frolicher spectral sequence doesn’t 
degenerate at the second step Ez. Moreover, one of these examples shows that for a compact 
complex manifold the condition E, $Z E,+I, for some r, doesn’t imply that E,_, 7 E,. In fact, 
in Section 3 we exhibit compact complex nilmanifolds M and N, both of complex dimension 3, 
such that El(M) # Ez(M) # Es(M) and El(N) = Ez(N> # Ex(iV>. 
2. The characterization 
Let M be a complex manifold. For each r the complex (E/,q(M)} is a collection of vector 
spaces that, roughly speaking, lies between the Dolbeault complex and the DeRham complex 
{H”(M)}. Since each H PJ (M) and each Hd(M) are defined as quotients, we want a similar 
interpretation for E, P-q(M). In other words, we want E/J(M) Z X~~q(M)/Y/‘J(M) where 
Xe*q(M) in some sense lies between the &closed and the d-closed (p, q)-forms, and Y,!‘J(M) 
in some sense lies between the a-exact and the d-exact (p, q)-forms. 





X;“(M) = {a E hp’q(k!) 1 %I! = O}, Y,P”(M) = $(l\psq-‘(M)), 
andfor I” > 2 
XpJ (M) = { u r p,q E Ap*q(M) I “apqq = 0 
and there exist ~p+i,q_i E Ap+i,q-i (M) such that 
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Y,!“q(M> = { aBp-l,y + aj3,,,_1 E Apsy(M) 1 there exist 
Bp-i,q+i-1 E 12 “-i,qfi-‘(M), 2 6 i < r - 1, 
=WWv afip-i,q+i-l + 3Bp-i+l.y+i-2 = 0, 
up-r+l,q+r-2 = 0). 
Proof. We have by definition of the Frolicher spectral sequence ([6]) that 
7’1 
(7) 
E”,*(M) zz ZP,~/(Zp_+13q-’ + B;iy), 
r r r 1 
where Zp.q = FPAP+q fl d-’ (FP+‘AP+Y+‘), Be-q = FPAP+q n d( FJ’-‘AP+q-‘), and where 
FpAJ’+q = {a! = CCX,,,~ E AP+Y(M) 1 CX~,,~ = 0 for r < p }. 
For general modules there exist canonical isomorphisms (A + B)/A g B/(A fl B) and 
(G/K)/(H/K) 2 G/H. Therefore, 
Thus it suffices to prove that 
and BF:: / (B::y n Z~_:‘3y-’ ) S Y,!sq(M). To prove (8) we calculate 
Zf.4 FPAP+Y n d-1 (FP+‘AP+~+~) 
zp+I,q-l = 
r-l 
FP+] AP+Y n d-1 (FP+~AP+~+]) 
(8) 
r { ap.q+. . . +a,+,,~ E Ap+Y(M) I d(a,,,+ I. . +ap+,,o) E FP+‘I\f’+q+’ ) 
Ia P+IJ-I+. . ~+~,+,,o~~p+~(M) I d(ap+l,y-l+. . .+cY~+~,~)EFP+‘I\P+Y+I } 
y I ap.y E AP+Y(M) I d(c+,+ . . . +ap+,,o) E FP+‘AP+Y+‘) 
2 XP*Y(M). r 
Next we observe that 
Bp,q n zP+~K- 
r-l r-l 
= FPAPfq nd(FP-r+lAP+Y-1) n ,G’P+~AP+Y n&-l(FPfrAPfY+‘) 
= FP+‘AP+Y n d(FP-‘+‘AP+Y-I). 
Therefore, 
B”‘q 
r-l FPAPfq n d(FP-‘+lAP+Y-1) 
B,“L n Z,p_+,‘,‘-’ = FP+‘A/‘+y n d(FP-‘+lAP+v’) 
{d/3 E d(FP-‘+‘AP+q-‘) I 0 = (d,9)p_r+l,y+r_l = . . . = (d,9)p_l,q+l} 
= {d/3 E d(Fp-‘+‘Ap+q-‘) I 0 = (d/?)p_r+l,q+r_l = . . . = (d/?)p,y} 
g {(dB)p,q E APvq(M) I 0 = @B)p-r+l,y+r-l = . . . = W)p-l.y+lJ 
S Y,?(M). 
This completes the proof. 0 
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As a corollary we obtain the characterization of the {E[“} due to Frolicher [6]. 
Corollary 2. For any complex manifold M we have 
Next we obtain a description of Ef$ (M) in terms of d,. 
Theorem 3. For r > 2 the map d, : E/',q (M) + E p+r~q-r+l (M) is given by r 
4a,,ql = [a~.p+r-l,q-r+tll 
for [cx~,~] E E:*“(M). Furthermore, 
(9) 
Ker (d, : E/J(M) + E/+cq-r+l (M)) 
dr(Ef-‘3q+‘-‘(M)) . 
(10) 
Proof. Let [a!p,q] E E/,4(M) so that o!p,q E XfJ(M). Then we have 
0 = ac+,q = aap,4 + ~c++l,q-l = . . . = aap+r-2.q-r+2 + a~p+r-l,q-r+i, (11) 
for some choice of the differential forms CX~+~,~-~, . . . , ctYp+r_l,q--r+l. From (11) we then 
get ~(aap+r_t,q_r+r) = -a(80!p+r-t,q-r+r) = a2(~lp+r_2,q_r+2) = 0. This implies that 
[ac++r_l,q_r+l] E E/‘+r,q-r+* (M); moreover, it is easy to check that this element is inde- 
pendent of the choices involved. Hence, d, is well-defined. Furthermore, d;[ap_r,q+r_l] = 
d,[aa,,_,,,] = 0 because a2a,_r,, = 0. 
Finally, (10) is a consequence of the isomorphisms (12) and (17) of the two following lemmas. 
Lemma 4. Let cxP,q E X:$?l(M). Then (~l,,~ defines the class [cIc~,~] E Ef*q(M) for which 
dr[a,, q] = 0 in E~frJ-‘+l (M). Moreover, let q~ be the linear map 
lp : Xe$ (M) -----, Ker (dr : Ef,q(M) -_, Ee+r,q-r+l (M)) 
given by ~(a,,~) = [~!,,,I, for ap,q E X:2, (M). Then (p is well-dejked and surjective; further- 
more, Ker(p = YPJ(M) and r 
X,p;ry, (Ml 
Y,!-(M) 
Z Ker (d, : E,P,” (M) --, Ep+r4-r+l (M)). r (12) 
Proof. Let ayp,q E Xr_$ (M). From (6) we have 
0 = ibp,q = au,,, + ~cx~+,,~_, = . . . 
_ (13) 
= aQfp+r-2.q-r+2 + aapfr-l *q-r+1 = aap+r-l,q-r+i + aap+r,q-r, 
for some differential forms CX~+~,~_~, . . . , ap+r,q_r on M. The identities (13) imply that CY~,~ E 
Xe*q(M), and so CX,,~ defines an element ]e!yp,ql E E/‘*q (M). Moreover, from (9) it follows 
that dr[aYp.qI = [aap+r-l,q-r+ll = [-aap+r,q-r] = 0 in E/+‘*q-‘+‘(M) because &Y,,,+~,~_~ E 
Y,?+r*Y-r+l (M). Hence p is well-defined. 
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To prove that rp is surjective, let [aP,q] be an element of Ep,q(M) such that &([a,~,]) = 0 in 
Ef+r,q-r+l (M). Because o!P,y E XeJ(M), from (6) we have 
0 = ~c+,, = aa,,, + SP+l,q-l = . . . = wp+r-2.y-r+2 + ayp+r_,.q_r+, , (14) 
for some differential forms Yp+l,y-l, . . . , yp+r_l,y_-r+l. Moreover, since 0 = d,[cr,,,] =: 
[~Yp+tr-l.y-r+d, it follows from (7) that there exist differential forms Bp+l,y_, , . . . , p,,+r,y_,_ 
such that 
and 
~Y~+~-I,~-~+~ = wp+r-l.q-r+l + app+r,y_r, (1.5) 
%+L-~+I +a~%+~-~,~-~+~ = ... = app+,,q_, +app+2,y_2 = ag,++, =o. 
(16) 
Define the differential forms u~+~,~_~, . . . , CI,,+~,~_~ by
a!p+1.y-1 = Yp+l.y-1 - Bp+l,y-1, 
. . 
a/d-lx-r+l = Yp+r-1.vr+l - Bp+r-l,y-r+l, 
ap+r,y-’ = -B p-4-r.q-r~ 
Then using (14), (15) and (16) it is easy to check that 
0 = $a,,, = au,,, + a~p+l,y-l = ... = aap+r_l.q-r+l + ~~p+r.y_r. 
This implies that aP,y is alSO an element in XF:, (M) and that ~(a,,,) = [(II,,,], proving that the 
map q is surjective. Moreover, 
Kerq = IaP.y E XFi?(W I 4o(a,.,) = [a,.,1 = 0 in Ef*q(M>). 
Now, from (4) it follows that Ker q = (u~,~ E XF;T (M) 1 a!p,y E Y,PJ(M)} = Y,?(M), and 
thus we have also (12), which completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 5. Let cx!p,y E Yr:T(M). Then CI!~,~ dejines a class [a,,,] E E,P,q(M) such that [aP,,l] E 
d,( EF-r.q-tr-’ (M)). Moreover, let $ be the linear map 
I,// : Yr;‘:(M) + d,(E;-‘Sq+‘-‘(M)) 
given by +(u~.~) = [~p,yl~fo~~!p,y E Yrpfy(M). Then + is well-de$ned and surjective; jiirther- 
more, Ker $r = Y,!‘J (M), and 
y:;y WI 
Yyxy (M) 
Z dr(Ef-‘J+‘-l (M)). (17) 
Proof. Consider ap,y E Yry(M). Then CZ~,~ E X,PJ(M), so that ayp,y defines the element 
[cz~,~] E E/J(M). Moreover, sincea,,, E Yr3 (M), it follows from (7) that there are differential 
forms Bp_r,y, j3p,y_l, . . . , pp_r,q+r_l which satisfy 
a p.y = agp-I,, + G,,,-l (18) 
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and 
UP-i,, + aSp-2,q+l = . . . = Up-r+l.y+r-2 + app-r,q+r-l = 2~~_~,~+~_, = 0. 
(19) 
From (6) and (19) we have /3p_r,y+r_i E X~-r’qf’-l(M), and so there is the element 
[~p-r,q+r-il E Ef-‘~~+‘-‘(M) for which pp-r.y+r_i is a representative. Now from (9), (18) and 
(19) it follows that L&[B~+,~+~_~ I = ~aPp-~.ql = i3Bp-l.q + a&y-~1 = [ap,y], which implies 
that [~p,yl E d(E, - P r3q+r-’ (M)). Thus, the map I/I is well-defined. 
To prove that @ is surjective, let [cLc~,~ 1 E E/sy(M> be such that [u~,~] = dr([o!p_r,q+r_i]) E 
d, ( J!?/-‘,~+‘-~ (M)). In order for u~_~,,,,+~_ 1 to be an element of Xf-rJ+r-l (M) there must exist 
differential forms ~x,,_+.+i,~+~-~, . . . , c~~_Q+~, CX,,-~,~ satisfying 
asp-r,y+r-1 = a+r.q+r-l + $Q~-~+I,~+~-~ = . . = aa,_2,q+l + i%~,_~,, = 0. 
(20) 
Moreover, the fact that [o!,,,y] = ~&.([o~-~,~+~_i 1) together with (7) and (9) implies that there are 
differential forms Y,,y_i, YP_i,.,, . . . , Y~_,.+~.~+~_~ satisfying 
CY P,4 = a+-l.q + aYP-l,q + JY~,~-,, (21) 
and 
$Y~-~,~ + ayp-2,y+l = . . . 
= hp--r+2.y+r-3 + ayp-r+l.y+r-2 = h+r+l.q+r-z = 0. 
Wedefinethedifferentialforms~,,,_i,&i,,, . . . . ~p_r+l,y+r_~,~p_-r,y+r-~ by 
BP,,-1 = Yp,y-1, 
BP-l,q = alp-1.q + Yp-l,y, 
. . . 
6 r+1,y+r-2 = ap-r+l,q+r-2 + Yp-r+l,y+r-2, 
Bp-r,y+r-1 = ap-r,y+r-1 . 
From (21) and (23) we get 
abp-l,q + @p,4-i = a+-l.y + aYp-l,q + ~~~~~~~ = ap+ 
and from (20), (22) and (23) we have 
@p-l,q + aBp-2.y+l = ~~p-2,,+l + aBp-3,y+2 
= . . . = aBp-r+14+~-2 + Vp-r.y+r-i = app-r.y+r-1 = 0. 






Ker1Cr = {ap,q E Y:;‘:(M) I @bp,y) = [~p.yl = 0 in Ee,qW)l. 
From (4) it follows that Kerq = {cz~,~ E Y:‘:(M) 1 ap,y E Yr?~(M)) = YrF(M), and so we 
have (17), which completes the proof. 0 
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3. Examples 
First we note the following corollary to Theorem 1. 
Corollary 6. For any complex manifold M we have YFq (M) = $(A’%“-’ (M)) and 
X:“(M) = {CQ E A”,q(M) 1 %Q = O), 
X;“(M) = {a~,, E A”.y(M) I ~CZO,, = i3cr,+ + &q,_, = o}, 
X;94(M) = {CQ, E Aoty (M) 1 &to ,y = a~o,,+aq-, = aq-,+&,_2 = 0). 
Example 1. There exists a compact complex manifold M of complex dimension 3 such that 
E:‘(M) # @l(M) and EyS2(M) = Et32(M) # E:2(M). 
Proof. Let G be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group of complex dimension 3 defined by left 
invariant complex l-forms WI, 132, w3 (declared to have type (1,O)) such that 
dq = 0, du2 = w1 A wl and dq = wl A w2, (26) 
and r be a uniform subgroup of G. Put M = G/r. The structure equations (26) imply that 
a(?&) = 0, 1 < i 6 3, and (01 A WI, Wi A 02) are the generators of a(A1lo(M)). Therefore 
a(&) = 01 A& 4’ a(A’,‘(M)). From Corollary 6 we obtain that {WI, 632, OS} are the generators 
of X:‘(M), and (Oi,&} are those of Xi%‘(M). Thus 
X;*‘(M) = (W,, i;)2, 03) # (al, w,) = X,“ll(M), (27) 
where ( . . . ) denotes, from now on, the linear span of what is enclosed. 
It is easy to compute that 
d(wl A 02) = ~(~, A Wg) = &3, A 03) = 0, 
a@, A 03) = q A 131 A ~7.32 = 2(o, A Wz), 
(W 
(2% 
8(ti2 A ~3,) = -WI A 01 A 03 = &oz A WY). 
Then (28)-(30) and Corollary 6 imply that 
(30) 
Xyv2(M) = (13~ A W2, Wl A W3, W2 A ~3,) = X,oS2(M). (31) 
Moreover, we have 
a(w, A 02) = -ml A @ A 231 = $(-CO, A cog). (32) 
From (28), (29) and (32) it follows that 01 A W2, Wi A Wg E Xtq2(M). Let us consider the 2-form 
w2 A a3. Since @A2.0(M)) = (ul A o2 A wl, w1 A u3 A ol) and i3(w2 A wg) = wl A w2 A w2, 
it follows from (30) that 02 A 03 q’ X>2(M). Thus 
X,o-2(M) # X$2(M) = (0, A W2, Wl A w3). (33) 
Furthermore, using Corollary 6 and the equations (26) we get 
Y;“(M) = Y;‘l(M), YF2(M) = Y;-2(M) = Y,o.2(M). (34) 
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Then the result follows from (27), (31), (33), (34) and Theorem 1. 
The structure equations (26) can be integrated explicitly; in fact, G can be realized as the 
nilpotent group 
G= 
1 -2 9 w 
0 1 z v 
0 0 1 z 
0 0 0 1 
Now, let z, v, w : G ---+ C be the natural (complex) coordinate functions on G. Then, an easy 
computation shows that the l-forms wt, w2 and wg can be expressed in terms of dz, dv and dw 
bywt =dz, oz=dv-?dz, 0s=dw+Zdv-_.?2dz.WetakertobethesubgroupofG 
consisting of those matrices whose entries {z, v, w} are Gaussian integers. q 
Example 2. There exists a compact complex manifold N of complex dimension 3 such that 
Ep”(N) z E;‘Y(N)f or all p and q, and Ei’2(N) # Ets2(N). 
Proof. As in Example 1, consider N = G/ r, where G is a simply connected nilpotent Lie group 
of complex dimension 3 defined by left invariant complex 1 -forms ~1, I_c~, p3 (declared to have 
type (1,O)) such that 
dpul = 0, d,u2 = PI A I-tt and &.g =2pt Ap2+h2Aprj (35) 
and r is a uniform subgroup of G. The Dolbeault cohomology groups are given as follows: 
H’,‘(N) = (b11), 
~“%W = (W11, [Isi21), 
H2,‘(N) = 0~1 A ~21J, 
H’?N) = (bu1 A P21, b3 A D11, 12~2 A P2 + ~1 A P31), 
Ho-2W> = W1 A P31, C@2 A P31), 
H3-‘W) = (b1 A ~2 A ~31), 
H2”(N) = ([PI A CL2 A P21, b2 A ~3 A P1l, [PI A ~2 A P3 + 2~1 A ~3 A cL21), 
H1t2W) = ([PI A D2 A P3l, b3 A ~1 A P21, b3 A ~1 A F31), 
H”,3W) = ([ET1 A P2 A I-Lsl), 
H3%‘) = ([PI A P2 A ~3 A P,l, [PI A ~2 A ~3 A (LL21), 
H2g2W> = ([PI A P2 A D2 A CL319 1~2 A P3 A PI A cL21, b2 A ~3 A Ccl A D31), 
H1*3(N> = (b3 A PI A P2 A P31), 
H3,2U9 = ([PI A iJ2 A ~3 A FI A P31, [PI A ~2 A ~3 A ~2 A P31), 
H2q3W) = (b2 A ~3 A PI A P2 A D31). 
Moreover, a : HPJ(N) -+- H J’+‘,q(N) is zero for all p and q. Therefore E:‘“(N) = HP.q(N) 
for all p and q. 
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To prove that Ey,2(N) # EtS2(N), we compute Y,!!,2(N). From Corollary 6 and the equations. 
(35) we get 
Y;,‘(N) = 8(fP’(N)) = (/!xi A &). 
From (35) we obtain 
d(Pl A PLL?) = 0, 
(36; 
a@2 A i&d = -PI A PI A P3 = a(-~2 A PLL~ - 2~3 A P2), 
which implies that 
X;,2(N) = (PI A CL23 PI A PJ, ~2 A I%). 
To compute X$‘(N) we use again Corollary 6 and (35). Since 




it follows that a(l_~2 A jIi3 + 2~s A j&) # a(A”,‘(N)); hence jLi.2 A pj $! Xy,2(N). Thus, from 
(36), (37) and Theorem 1, we get 
@,2(N) = ([PI A ,%I, [P2 A &I) # ([PI A Isid = @32W>. 
Integrating the structure equations (35) we see that G can be viewed as the nilpotent group 
G= 
1 z -22 -z $2-222 U) 
0 1 0 z V 
0 0 1 22 z2 
0 0 0 1 Z 
0 0 0 0 1  z, v, w E Q1 
In terms of dz, dv and dw, the l-forms ~1, p.2 and P(L~ are given by 
PI = dz, p2=dv-zdz, p3=dw+(2z-Z)dv+;Z2dz. 
We take I’ to be the subgroup of G consisting of matrices whose entries {z, v, W} are Gaussian 
integers. q 
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